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Ansrn-lcr
Mullites with Cr contents up to about 12 wto/o(6.5 molo/o)CrrO, and with Cr plus Fe
contents up to about 8 wto/o(4.5 molo/o)CrrO, and 8 wto/o(4.5 molo/o)FerO, were synthesized from oxide powder mixtures by means of solid-state sintering. Microchemical analyses,X-ray powder diffractometry, and electron paramagnetic resonancespectroscopywere
used to characterizethe structural mechanismsof Cr and Cr plus Fe doping. The studies
yielded evidencefor substitution of Crr* for Al3* in the Al(l)Ou octahedraof the structure
and for Cr3* incorporation at octahedrally coordinated interstices,respectively.Although
the solubility of trivalent cations in mullite generallyis limited to about 6.5 oxide molo/0,
Cr-rich mullites annealedwith Fe-rich silicate melts contain up to about 9 molo/o(Cr,Fe)rOr.
This extension of the substitution limit is explained by part of the Cr3* ions entering
interstitial sites, leaving spacefor Fe3*to enter the octahedra.
INrnonucrroN
that the transition metals preferably enter the ,4.l(l)06
Mullite is an aluminum silicate with the generalcom- octahedra,substituting for Al3*. Fe3*is also incorporated
position Alo*2,Si2_2,O,0_,
(0 s x < l, Cameron, 1977). into the A(2)O4 tetrahedra, although in very small
The orthorhombic crystal structure of mullite is very sim- amounts (Schneiderand Rager, 1986). Incorporation of
ilar to that of sillimanite (Burnham, 1963) in that ir has Mn3* into the Al(l)06 octahedra causesa strong deforchains of edge-sharingAl(l)06 octahedra [nomenclature mation of the structure owing to Jahn-Teller distortion
used throughout the paper is that of Burnham (1964)l (Schneiderand Vasudevan, 1989). The structural distriparallel to the crystallographic c axis. Octahedral col- bution of Cr3* in mullite is of specialinterest becausethe
umns are crosslinked by double chains of Al(2)Oo and low thermal expansionof mullite can be further reduced
SiOo tetrahedra, which are also parallel to c. As a result by Cr incorporation (Schneider and Eberhard, unpubof the higher Al content of mullite relative to sillimanite, lished results). Understanding Cr incorporation could help
some O atoms bridging adjacent tetrahedra are removed to improve the behavior of mullite ceramicsagainstsudto maintain charge neutrality. As a consequence,a new den changesin temperature.
tetrahedral site is occupiedin which the bridging O atoms
belong to three tetrahedra (e.9.,Burnham, 1964; Saalfeld
ExpnnrvrnNTAr- PRocEDURE
and Guse, 198l; Angel and Prewitt, I 986). The reduction
of the c lattice parameter of mullite (*2.9 A) to half of
Bulk chemical analyses of the mullite samples were
the value of c in sillimanite (-5.8 A) and the mean tet- performed with a computer-controlied sequential specrahedral T-O distancein 3:2 mullite (1.69 A, Saalfeldand trometer (xm). Microanalyses(Erra$were carried out on
Guse, l98l), which lies betweenthe tetrahedralSi-O (1.60 polished sections with a computer-controlled Cameca
A) and Al-O (1.76 A; distancesof sillimanite (Burnham, cAMEBAXmicroprobe equipped with three wavelength1963), indicate a random distribution of tetrahedral Al dispersivespectrometers.The resolution in the secondary
and Si in mullite, instead of an ordered AVSi distribution electron picture was about 50 nm (measurementcondiin sillimanite. This is confirmed by infrared spectraand tions: l5 kV, 30 mA). Quartz, corundum, and CrrO, were
by the thermochemical calculationsof Holm and Kleppa usedas referencestandards.To discriminate betweenme(1e66).
chanical inclusion and structural incorporation of Cr and
Depending on the synthesis procedure, the mullite Fe, only inclusion-free crystals were analyzed.
structure is able to incorporate considerableamounts of
The X-ray powder-diffraction studies (xno) were carimpurities. Of specialimportance are the transition metal ried out at room temperaturewith a computer-controlled
cationsTi3*, Ti4*, Vr*, Vo*, V5*, Cr3*, Mn2*, Mn3*, Fe2*, Siemens o-soo powder diffractometer (CuKa radiation,
Fe3*,andCo'?*(Schneider,1986, 1989).Thereisevidence secondary graphite monochromator, variable aperture
0003404x/90/0304-0392$02.00
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TaeLE1. Chemical composition and cell parameters of Cr- and Cr-Fe-doped mullites
Chemicalcomposition

Alro3
(wto/4

sio,
(wto/4

a
D

71.2(2)
71.3
n.d.
71.5
70.1(5)
70.9
n.d.
70.5
68.8(3)
69.0
67.3(4)
68.0
6s.7(4)
66.4
64.1(21
65.6
62.8(4)
64.2
6't.7(4)
62.9
60.0(4)
61.9
5s.2(8)
n.d.

28.6(2)
28.6
n.d.
28.2
29.3(5)
28.5
n.d.
28.4
28.9(4)
28.7
28.5(3)
28.3
28.s(4)
28.0
28.5(2)
28.0
2e.4(3)
27.7
28.3(2)
27.9
28.4(3)
27.8
28.e(8)
n.d.

b
b
b
b
b
b

64.6
63.8
62.7
61.9
s9.8
57.1

28.5
28.3
2e.0
28.1
27.8
27.5

Sample key
Cr-doped mullites
CrO
Cr 0.25
Cr 0.5
Cr1
Qr2
Cr 3.5
Crs
Cr6
Cr 7.5
Cr 8.5
Cr 10
Ct 12.5
Cr-Fe-doped mullites
Cr s/Fe 1
Cr s/Fe 2.5
Cr s/Fe 5
d SlFe7.5
Cr 10/12.5L-Fe
Cr 10/25 L-Fe

a
o
a
o
a
a
b
a
b
a
b
a
b
a
b
a
b
a
D
a

CrrO3
(wt%)

Fe.O.
(wto/o)

0.26
0.57(2)
0.60
n.d.
1.10
2.3(2)
2.30
4.',|(2)
3.70
5.7(2)
5.60
7.3(2)
6.40
8.6(2)
8.10

s.e(3)

9.20
11.5(2)
10.3
12.0(5)
n.d.
5.55
5.24
4.30
4.18
8.80
7.71

1.32
2.58
4.97
5.72
3.68
7.74

Cell Darameters

c (A)

Y(AP

7.6908(2)

2.8829(1)

167.294(6)

7.6909(2)

2.8831(1)

167.323(41

b (A)

x

a (A)

0.24

7.s454(2)

0.25

7.5459(21

0.24

7.5457(41 7.6908(4) 2.8835(2)

o.24

7.5477(31

7.6922(4)

2.8846(21

167.479(9)

0.23

7.5498(5)

7.6951(7)

2.8867(21

167.71(1)

o.24

7.5523(21 7.6965(2) 2.8891(1) 167.93(5)

0.24

7.s561(2)

7.7006(2) 2.8921(1)

168.281(5)

0.24

7.5580(2)

7.7018(3) 2.8937(1)

168.445(6)

0.24

7.5624(41

7.7067(5)

2.8973(2)

168.8610)

0.23

7.5643(4)

7.706s(5)

2.8985(2)

168.966(2)

o.23

7.5674(51

7.7089(7)

2.9010(2)

16e.23(2)

n.o.

7.s685(5)

7.7105(6) 2.9019(2)

169.35(1)

0.22
0.23
0.23
0.22
0.23
0.23

7.s574(3)
7.s60qq
7.5659(4)
7.s681(7)
7.s7O4(81
7.5762(5)

7.7O21(Sl
7.7060(6)
7.7137(51
7.71s7(7)
7.7170(9)
7.728O(s)

2.8937(2)
2.8s48(3)
2.8970(2)
2.8976(3)
2.9037(5)
2.9059(2)

168.44(1)
168.65(2)
169.07(1)
169.20(2)
169.64(3)
170.13(2)

167.34(1)

/Vofe.'Valuesin parenthesesare standard deviations.x: Struclural state of mullite,referringto the generalformula M,rr,Sir-"Oto, (M : Al3+,Cr3+,
Fep-).n.d. : not determined.a : microprobeanalyses,b - X-ray fluorescenceanalyses.

slit). The diffractograms were recorded in the range 5 to
75 20 in step-scanmode (5 s per 0.01" 20). Si (a:
5.43088(4)A; was used as an internal standard.Integrated intensities, full width at half maximum, and d values
were evaluated with a least-squares-fitprogram using
Pseudo-Voigt functions. Lattice constants were refined
with a least-squaresprocedure using 20 medium and
strong reflectionsin the range 20 to 70 20.
The electron paramagnetic resonance(nrn) spectra were
measuredfrom about 40 mg of the powdered samplesat
X-band frequency with a Varian spectrometerusing 100
kHz modulation. The temperature dependenceof the
spectra was studied in the temperature range between 4
and 29O K. The observed ern signals are represented by
their effective g values G"u) defined by hz : g"uBB,where
B is the external magrretic field at which the ern signal
appears,z is the microwave frequencyused,B is the Bohr
magneton, and h is the Planck constant. The frequency
was determined by an HP 5340 frequency counter, and
the magnetic field scale was calibrated using the proton
magnetic resonanceof HrO. The area under the integrated EpRsignalswas used as a measureof their intensities.
S,c.rupI,n MATERTAL
Each mullite composition was made from about 4 g of
chemically pure Al2O3 (VAW, 302), SiO, (Ventron,

883 l6), CrrO, (Merck, 2483),and Fe2O3(Riedel de Haen,
12344) powders, wfih 62 - (:c + y) wtVoAlrO', 38 wto/o
o r r O , ( x : 0 , 0 . 2 5 ,0 . 5 , 1 , 2 , 3 . 5 , 5 . 6 , 7 . 5 ,
S i O r ,r c r v t 0 /C
8.5, 10, 12.5;samplesCr 0 to Cr 12.5),and with 5 wto/o
CrrO, and y wto/oFerO, (y : l, 2.5, 5, 7.5, samplesCr
5/Fe I to Cr 5/Fe 7.5) starting materials. The carefully
homogenized powders had mean grain sizes of about 5
1tm.The mixtures were pressedto 20 mm diameter x 5
mm height disks in a pressingmold using uniaxial pressure loading. All synthesisand annealing experiments were
carried out in a laboratory furnace in air at I atm. To
determine the best synthesisconditions, preliminary synthesis experimentswere performed at 1400, 1500, 1600,
and 1650 'C. The greatest amount of Cr incorporation
occurred at 1650'C. Consequentlyall Cr-doped mullite
syntheseswere carried out at this temperature.The sample disks containing Cr and Fe were prefired l2h at 1450
oCto avoid FerO, decomposition and then were annealed
at 1650 and 1450'C. Prior to the structural characterization of the mullites the annealed samples were washed
with a HF-HCI acid solution to leach the coexistingglass
phases.
Other Cr- and Fe-rich mullites were preparedby a multistep procedure in which a Cr l0 mullite was synthesized, treated with HF and HCl, mixed with 12.5 vrtVo
(sample Cr l0/ 12.5-Fe)and 25 wt9oof an Fe-rich silicate
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Fig. l. CrrO, andCrrO, + FerO,contentsof mullite plotted
versusAl.O, and SiOr.Circles:Cr-dopedmullites(samplesCr
0 to Cr 10, Table l). Triangles:Cr-Fe{oped mullite (samples
Cr 5Fel to Cr 5Fe7.5,Table 1). Squares:Cr-dopedmullites,
annealedtogetherwith Fe-richmelts (samplesCr 10/25 L-Fe
andCr lO/12.5L-Fe,Tablel).

glass (sample Cr 10/25 L-Fe), pressed to sample discs,
and then annealedat 1400 "C. After the heat treatment
the material was again washed with HF/HCI. The bulk
chemical composition (in wtTo) of sample Cr 10/12.5
L-Fe is AlrO3 54.5,SiO, 33.3,CrrO. 8.6, and FerO, 3.6.
The composition of sample Cr 10/25 L-Fe is AlzO346,
SiOr 39, CrrOrT, and FerOr8.

3t,
MrQ-content[moleTo]
Fig. 2. Percentage
structuralexpansionof Cr- and of Cr-Fedopedmullitesplottedversustransitionmetaloxidecontentof
the phases.Opensymbols:Cr-dopedmullites(samplesCr 0 to
Cr 10,Table l). Filled symbols:Cr-Fe{oped mullites(samples
Cr 5Fel to Cr 5Fe7.5,Table 1). Opensymbolswith bars:Crdopedmullitesannealed
togetherwith Fe-richmelts(samples
Cr
10/25L-Fe andCr 10/12.5L-Fe.Table l).

Rrsulrs
The heat treatment of the Cr-containing powder pellets
produced mullite crystalsup to about 20 pm in diameter.
The crystalsdisplay reniform surfacesand are embedded
in a coexisting silicate glass.The Cr- and Fe-containing
mullites have larger grain sizes,up to about 100 pm, and
the shapeof the crystals is tabular or acicular.
Cr-rich mullite samplesare green,whereasCr-Fe-rich
materials have colors varying between greenish (Cr-rich)
and brownish (Fe-rich). Chemical analysesof HF-HCItreated bulk samples obtained by xra and of Cr-doped
mullites obtained by eue are in Table l. The mullites
contain up to about 12 wto/oCrrO, and 15 wto/oCrrO, +
FerO., respectively. The CrrO, and CrrO, + FerO, contents of the untreated bulk samplescorrelate with those
of mullite, indicating that the Cr and Cr-Fe distribution
coefficients between mullite and the coexisting glassphase

are independent of the transition metal content of the
starting materials. A reciprocal equimolar dependence
exists between CrrO, and AlrOr, and between CrrO, +
FerO, and AlrO, (Fig. l). The structural formula of the
Cr- and Cr-Fe-substituted mullites (Table 1) is very close
to that of 3:2 mullite (3Alroj'2SiOr) in eachcase.
X-ray powder diffractometer studies show that the
samples investigated are single phase mullite, except
sample Cr 12.5, for which weak additional X-ray reflections indicate the presenceof a small amount of (Al,Cr)Or.
The half widths of the reflectionsare only slightly broadened with increasing Cr and Cr-Fe substitution. Cr incorporation causesa linear increaseofthe cell parameters
(Fig. 2). The expansionis greatestalong the c-axis direction (Ac/c : 0.1 l0loper mole CrrOr), followed by expansions along the a- and b-axis directions(Aa/a: 0.050/0,
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per mole percentCrrOr). Simultaneous
and Ab/b: 0.040/o
Cr and Fe incorporation into mullite producesa cell-volume expansionthat lies on the straight line of Cr-doped
mullites (Fie. 2).
Electron paramagneticresonance(nrn) measurements
of all Cr-doped mullites with CrrO, contents up to about
8.5 wo/o reveal qualitatively the same patterns (Figs. 3a,
b). The EpRspectra consist of two rather sharp signals
near &r: 5 and a broad nen sigral that crossesthe base
line near B : 3000 G. The broad signal exhibits a fine
structure with shouldersbelow and above g,n: 2.2. WiIh
increasingCr content the two sharp nrn signalsbroaden
and decreasein intensity, and the fine structure of the
broad signal disappears.Simultaneously, the overall intensity of the npn patterns increasesand the baseline
crossover of the broad signal is shifted toward higher
magrreticfields. Decreasingtemperaturedoes not causea
significant changein the epn patterns.Mullites containing
more than about 8.5 wto/oCrrO, (Table l) exhibit an additional Ern signalat E.n: 1.98with a line width of about
350 G and a symmetric Lorentzian line shape.At temperaturesslightly higher than 25 'C the signals' intensity
rapidly increases,which is indicative of antiferromagnetically coupled Cr3*, as in crystalline CrrO, (Driiger and
Gerling, l98l). The occurrence of CrrO, inclusions in
mullites with CrrO. contents above 8.5 wto/o(sample Cr
10, Table l) but not in samples with lower Cr content
has been observed by analyzing Cr-doped mullites with
transmission electron microscopy (Ashworth and Schneider, unpublished results). In addition most of our EpR
spectra contain a weak signal near g.n: 4.2, which we
attribute to the presenceof a trace amount of Fe3*.
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DrscussroN
Becauseofthe direct correspondencebetween the shape
of the epn patterns and the Cr content in mullite, we
assumethat the nen signalsare due to the occurrenceof
Cr3* in the structure.
The epn spectraof powderscontaining Cr3* are difficult
to interpret. Barry (1969) pointed out that in strong crystal fields, where the zero-field splitting exceedsthe energy
of the microwave, the Cr3* Epn spectrum is dominated
by a peak ?t E"r:3.8 in the caseof a uniaxial crystal field
symmetry and by a signal at S.n: 5.4 for an orthorhombic field. Calculation of the g-valuesfor the effectiveCr3*spin $ : 3/2 (Hutton, 1969) yields a splitting of the epn
signal at g"r:5.4 into two components,when the crystal
field changesfrom orthorhombic to uniaxial symmetry.
In the splitting, one component shifts toward lower and
the other toward higher g"nvalues.Applied to EPRspectra
of Cr3*-doped mullite, this result means that the two sharp
peaks near &n: 5 should be assignedto Cr3* in a strong
crystal field of orthorhombic character.Le Marshall et al.
(1971), studying the Cr3*-distribution in sillimanite by
EpR,gave evidencefor a strong orthorhombic crystal field
for the Cr3* center located in a slightly distorted octahedral environment. The similarity of the crystal structures
of sillimanite and mullite and the preferenceof Cr3* for

02 03 04 05
fietdBlTl
Mognetic

Fig. 3. EpRspectraof Cr-dopedmullitesCr 0.5,Cr 2, andCr
5 (a),andofCr l0 (b) (Tablel). Thespectraweretakenat 9.518
usingI mW microwavepowerand
GHz androomtemperature,
5.10 oT modulationamplitudeat 100kHz modulationfrequento the Epn
cy. The hatchedareasofFigs. 3a and 3b correspond
signaldenotedby g.n:2.2.
octahedral sites allows the assignment of the sharp nrn
peaksnear E.n: 5 to Cr3* in slightly distorted octahedral
Al(l) positions in mullite.
All Cr-doped mullites investigated exhibit a broad,
slightly asymmetric ern signalnear g.n: 2.2, the intensity
of which depends on the Cr content. Asymmetric and
broad microwave absorption of this type occurs in paramagnetic solids and is indicative of coupling betweenlocal:u:edmagnetic moments. Assignment of the broad band
to coupled Cr ions would mean that Cr3* may occur in
pairs, in groups of several ions, or even in clusters. Assuming Cr incorporation in the Al(l)Ou octahedra only,
the occurrenceof Cr3* both in pairs or in groups of more
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ments. Such sites in mullite are (l) the structural vacancies formed by removal of O atoms [O(C)] that bridge
adjacent tetrahedra near (0.1, 0.25, 0) (Fig. ab) and (2)
the relatively wide structural channels running along c
near (0.2, 0.5, 0) (Fig. 4c). Possibleoctahedralsitesin the
O(C) vacanciesare strongly distorted but become more
regular if the O(C)* position is occupied. This is the case
(ol
near the characteristic O vacanciesof the mullite structure. Such sites become almost completely regular by a
small additional O(C)* shift toward the center of the octahedron. Incorporation of Cr3* on equipoint (49) near
(0. l, 0.25, 0) implies that the nearesttolAl* position cannot be occupied, which is equivalent to the substitution
.oo
I6rCr3++ I4rAlo3+.In addition, adjacent A(2)O4 tetrahet
D
o
'hr(r)
'hrtzt.si'hf0
dra, which would sharean edgewith the new octahedron,
0-voconcy [,r
must be vacant, or the Al(2)-ion must occupy an additional Al* site. Cr incorporation into the structural channels in a distorted octahedralenvironment near (0.2, 0.5,
0) does not require any severechangesin the configuration of adjacent polyhedra. It can be described by the
Both types of insubstitution schemet6lcr3++ I4tAl(2)3+.
terstitial octahedraform pairs with the A(l)06 octahedra
by sharing common faces,as in the corundum structure.
Furthermore, the proposed substitution schemesdo not
need any charge compensation mechanism. Therefore, we
interpret the broad epn signalat g"* x 2.2 as being mainly
due to Cr pairs, where the formation of pairs may occur
via occupation of neighboring regular octhahedral sites,
or through occupation ofadjacent regular and interstitial
sites, or both.
Becausemullites containing CrrO, up to 8.5 wto/oshow
qualitatively the same EpRpattern, it is possibleto make
a rough estimation of the Cr distribution over the diflerent structure sitesby using the ratio of the integratedrrn
peaksnear g.n: 5 and ofthe broad signalsnearg"n: 2.2.
Given this assumption, entry of Cr3* into the regular
Al(1)06 octahedrais favored at low bulk CrrO, contents
of mullite, whereas interstitial incorporation with formation of Cr clustersbecomesmore important at higher
Fig. 4. Structuralmodelsfor Cr3*incorporationinto mullite CrrO. contents (Fig. 3a).
(a) Transition-metal-free
Becausethe crystal structuresof mullite and sillimanite
mullite. (b) Substitutionof I6rCr3+
for
t4lAlc)3+
nearthe O vacancy.(c) Substitutiont6lcr3+
for t4lAI(2)3+are very similar (Burnham, 1963, 1964), the observation
in the structuralchannelrunningparallelto c. The crystalstruc- of Winter and Ghose (1979) that the thermal expansion
ture of mullite is drawnin a projectiondownthe c axisin each of sillimanite is governedby the anisotropic expansionof
case.
the regular A(l)06 octahedra may also explain the thermal expansion of mullite. In sillimanite the long Al(l)than two ions seemsto be not very probable, especially O(D) distancesincreasemore than the shorter A(I)-O(A)
in mullites with low Cr contents.However, occurrenceof and Al(l)-O(B) distances,resulting in a greaterdistortion
pairs or groups of more than two ions becomes more of the octahedraat higher temperatures.The Al(l)-O(D)
reasonableif Cr incorporation in the A(l)06 octahedra linkagesare at an angle ofonly 30" with the b axis but at
and in interstitial structural sites is taken into account. A 60 to a, and as a consequencethe D lattice constant exsimilar idea was presentedby landry et al. (1967), who pands more than a. This effect is further enhanced by a
studied the epn spectra of Cr-doped aluminophosphate minor rotation of the polyhedra in such a way that Al(l)glassesas a function of CrrO. concentration and likewise O(D) bonds form a smaller angle with the b axis. This
proposed Cr pairs with Cr at interstitial sites.
fact may also explain the expansion causedby substituThe strong preference of Cr3* for octahedral coordi- tion of large cations like Fe3*,V3*, and Ga3* for Al3* on
nation (Wells, 1984) suggeststhat interstitial Cr3* could octahedral sites (Schneider, 1989; Schneider and Rager,
be located in distorted. interstitial octahedral environ- 1986) becauseof the geometrically analogouseffects of
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zen, 1977\. In contrast to the efect of Al3* substitution research
by Fe3*, V3*, and Ga3*, the entry of Cr3* into mullite
causesgreater expansion along the c arrd a axesthan along
RnrnnnNcns crrED
the b axis. This efect is probably due to the particular Angel, R.J., and Prewitt, C.T. (1986) Crystal structure of mullite: A reelectronic configuration of Cr3*, which not only causes
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